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OAKLEY MORE THEN JUST SUNGLASSES
 REVIEW ON OAKLEY DAY PACK AND APPAREL

Greensboro, 06.01.2013, 23:22 Time

USPA NEWS - Oakley has challenged the lifestyle of fashion to create a great shirt,shoe,jacket and day pack, made for comfort and
tailored for one that wants to make a statement. Today, Oakley has elevated from sunglasses to a fashion-forward apparel.

OAKLEY SNOWMAD DAY PACK

Stylish, well designed, comfortable. This pack is designed to fit a small or big frame, but still will hold the essentials. Details like a soft-
brushed goggle pocket, padded back panel; Insulated cooler pocket (Great for the all day skier or summer time hiker) and internal
hydro-sleeve continue to make SnowMad Day pack a favorite among winter lovers. The sleek design allows you to ride the lift without
hanging on for dear life. This pack also is nice because it comes equipped with both ski and snowboard carries systems. The Oakley
SnowMad Day pack rocks as a basic ski pack for resort and side country skiing. It also is great for summer hiking and biking.

OAKLEY LONG SLEEVE UTILITY WOVEN

This heavy cotton long-sleeve shirt is great on or off the slope. The pockets have a flap closures. Triple needle seams at sleeve
attachments and center back. With its button pockets and rugged cut, this is a shirt that´s sure to earn its keep. Day or night this shirt
won´t let you down. 100% cotton woven shirt. Make´s it for one tough long-sleeve shirt

OAKLEY WEST CLIFF SHOE

The West Cliff is a shoe for after a day of skiing or your ready for a night on the town. It has dual-density insole with moisture transport
and high traction rubber outsole. With its iconic design and everyday comfort, the West Cliff shoe from Oakley will keep those feet
feeling good and looking fine. Its suede upper offers stylish durability and cushy insole provides support. While high traction rubber
sole ensures secure stepping. This is a pure lifestyle shoe that works well with jeans or khakis for a casual (but not sloppy) look.

OAKLEY GOODS SOFT SHELL JACKET

Now, I have owned this jacket for several months so I have had the opportunity to put it through some challenges with heat and cold. I
was particularly astounded as I stood out in the cold while Golfing, remaining warm and cozy the whole time. It´s was also used as
under layer jacket while skiing.
The outer layer is 100% polyester, stretch binding at sleeve opening, high density fabric while the breathable membrane and the base
layer is a superfine fleece. This thing does an amazing job of all of the conditions above. The soft shell jacket has 2 hand pockets with
zips and 2 super large pockets on the inside too. There is more than enough room to carry your wallet, phone, keys, and sunglasses. 
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